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Breath of the night-wind
• COVID-19 pandemic – 50,000+ dead in the UK, 55 million
cases worldwide, 38.2 million recovered, 1.32 million deaths
• Economic shocks and GDP Contraction
• For the UK, end of Transition Period 31.12.20, uncertainty
over Future Trade Agreements, rapid divergence from EU
environmental standards, e.g. Chemicals (EU Chemicals
Strategy for Sustainability vs UK REACH) before the public has
been in a position to establish the level of regulation that it
really wants
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A TALE OF TWO GOVERNMENTS…
• Agriculture Bill: voting down legal establishment of animal welfare and
environmental standards
• Fisheries Bill: voting down sustainability standards
• Environment Bill: many good provisions, outweighed by deliberately weak
governance - further reducing independence for the Office for Environmental
Protection (new amendments to enable SoS to give it more directions), no
commitment to “non regression”, reducing environmental principles to a policy,
with numerous exceptions- a massive shift from objective standards to
discretionary control of the Secretary of State
• Air Quality: voting down WHO standards and other parameters
• Rivers and lakes: 20 years after the Water Framework Directive, 16% of rivers in
England showed good ecological status, and 0% met chemical standards for good
status – a “non-compliance emergency” – linked to the absence of a credible UK
pesticides policy
• Internal Market Bill: including provisions to allow the UK government to breach
international law
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BUT
• Marked divergence within UK as devolution becomes more evident, and
devolved administrations will probably show more environmental
ambition
• Surprising levels of citizen engagement, despite the pandemic, e.g. 1
million signatures about standards and the Agriculture Bill
• Internal Market Bill law-breaking provisions in Part 5 are opposed by five
former Prime Ministers and have been heavily defeated in the House of
Lords, by 268 and 259 votes
• We have to re-learn how to engage effectively with Westminster – not just
wait to be told by Westminster what to do
• No obvious signs of public resistance to idea that COVID-19 and climate
change must both be addressed at the same time
• Huge energy and mobilisation on climate of young people, e.g. MOCK COP,
and in other sectors such as finance e.g. Green Horizon Summit
• AND, in contrast to the national picture on enforcement of environmental
laws, the UK government has just announced a “Green Industrial
Revolution” and its officials are working really hard to make COP26 a
success
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Prime Minister’s 10 point plan 18.11.20
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offshore wind - 40GW by 2030
Hydrogen – 5GW of low carbon capacity by 2030
Nuclear – one large nuclear plant and SMR research
Electric vehicles – phase out sales of new petrol and diesel cars and vans
by 2030
Public transport, cycling and walking
Jet zero and greener maritime – more research
Homes and public buildings -600,000 heat pumps p.a. by 2028
Carbon capture – 10m tonnes CO2 by 2030
Nature – 30,000 hectares of trees p.a.
Innovation and finance – making the City of London global centre for
green finance

• Starting point for a national debate?
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Climate change: Cause
• Text template 1
• Text template 2
• Text template 3

‘Keeling Curve’ – courtesy of Scripps Institution of Oceanography
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Climate change: effects
• Text template 1
• Text template 2
• Text template 3

NASA– Oregon wildfires from space, 2020
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Politics of climate change preCOP26
• China net zero pledge by 2060
• Japan, S. Korea, Philippines net zero pledges
• EU has made net zero pledges and proposes a new
Climate Law
• 110 -120 countries, representing over 50% of global GDP
have made net zero pledges
• USA left Paris Agreement on 4 November 2020, but
President-elect Joe Biden has signalled his intention for it
to rejoin 77 days later
• Are the stars aligning for a successful outcome to COP26?
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Green Recovery
‘Overall, although COVID-19 has reduced GHG emissions in 2020, the
overall impact will be driven by investment choices. The emergency
rescue packages that are currently being implemented represent life
and death decisions made by government officials about people alive
today. The imminent recovery packages, soon to be designed and
implemented, will reshape the economy for the longer-term,
representing life and death decisions about future generations,
including through their impact on the climate.’
Hepburn, C., O’Callaghan, B., Stern, N., Stiglitz, J., and Zenghelis, D. (2020),
Will COVID-19 fiscal recovery packages accelerate or retard progress on climate change?’,
Smith School Working Paper 20-02, Oxford Review of Economic Policy 36(S1)

Example of impacts in practice: EU Green Deal and Recovery Package
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UK-Italy Presidency priorities for
COP26
• ADAPTATION
• NATURE - UN Convention on Biological Diversity summit in China –
IPBES report that 1 million species at risk of extinction
• FINANCE – huge shifts under way as financial firms, banks, insurers
see the direction of travel – e.g. Green Horizon Summit 9-11.2020
• ZERO EMISSION VEHICLES – more announcements in next year?
• ENERGY TRANSITION – “whole of society” changes towards
decarbonisation, electrification (needs Sustainable Minerals Policy)
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What we need now…
• Ambition Summit 12 December 2020 UK, Italy, France,
Chile – urging progress on ambitious Nationally
Determined Contributions
• Finding the political will to make the Paris Agreement on
Climate Change a reality
• Matching “thinking globally” with “acting locally” – an
energised public and politics to demand high ambition,
and results, from national environmental laws as well as
international agreements
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